There is a wonderful quotation by Mahatma Gandhi;
"Live as if you were to die tomorrow; learn as if you were to live forever.”
Art is the answer. It has the ability to make me live for ever through your work. It
is bold way to express my inner feeling not seen or heard by anyone sometimes
even myself.
My mind is constantly working to create a difference in the society through my
work of art. A different kind of art altogether which has not been experienced by
our society and create a niche for it in the hearts of our people.
I started experimenting with the artist inside me when I was 6 year old. Born in
Lucknow, capital of Uttar Pradesh, city of ancient Mughal culture, lived and
traveled across various cities of India, before finally landing in New Delhi.
It started with cartoon making as I belong to a politically active country, India, I
drew cartoons politics based and won many prizes in my school and also national
level. From cartoon , I grew into oil paintings, and participated in many
exhibitions and won first prizes always. But life is not easy as thought and though I
am a thoroughly an artist yet my parents pushed me to pursue business
management program as I have been very good at studies too. I did Masters in
International Business from London and worked for few years but simultaneously
I followed art education too. In Delhi I joined Kala Art Sangam and learnt the
nuances of painting especially oil and acrylic. I produced lot of paintings which
were highly appreciated by my teacher as well as art lovers. I realized this is my
life and this is what I wish to do to be really happy.
Though my medium of art changed yet one thing remained intact, I created art
work which are contemporary and inspired from my current society and its people,
animals and nature. Concept remained very new. I create art which is an extension
of my people and my society.
Today my art work range from paintings to sculpture which are life size as well as
small but also become soul to its art collector. Now I make sculpture out of metals
ranging from stainless steel, bronze , iron and mixed media. My art work has been
extensively promoted by Vogue India for its uniqueness. I am promoting my art
through traveling across the borders and being part of various art fairs.

